Abstract
4. An object corresponding to the entry word is made as a son of TOP.
5. If the evident superconcept is derived, it is explicitly written in SUPERC part.
In the case of an isa relation (a change to another word), the slot value "isa" is filled for the corresponding word.
6. Objects of the words written in the definition part of the entry words are made in the world of the entry word. These objects have an object with the same name as the father object in another world, that is, a superconcept.
7. The arc relations relative to the son object are assigned to the slot name, and the slot value is the corresponding word at the other side of the arc.
Finally, one world is formed for one entry word as a "lump" of the concepts. In the following sections, the details of this procedure is described. Fig.l (a) shows the top-level object TOP in the world "mokuteki" (object or aim). Its superconcept is now CTALK_IN CTALK, but if two or more conceptual words can be sublated ("aufheben°), the integrated concept becomes a new superconcept. The sons are the entry word itself and the objects (words) which are derived from the definition part of the entry word. These form the components in the semantic network. In the slot "mean", the literal meaning cited from the dictionary is written, and used as a normal search (i.e. consultation) of the dictionary. In order to consult the dictionary, the following message should be sent to CTALK IN CTALK:
3.2.Making the objects
( ( mean "kodosuru mokuhyotosite kangaerarela sositai nanigotoka, sonaritai nanimonoka" ) /* something considered as m behavioral aim */ METHODS Fig. 1(a Fig.1(b) shows the object of the entry word "mokuteki" (object or aim). Many of the entry words in the dictionary are explained as the subcategory of "mono" or "koto" , "Mono" represents a concrete thing or object in many cases, but also represents the abstract things in some cases like in "mokuteki " . On the other hand, " koto" represents abstract things or matters in almost a].l cases. According to the dictionary, both ~mono" and °koto" are assigned as SUPERC's here, but it could be possible to make only °koto" a SUPERC. For the problems concerning the definition power of the dictionary, see Conclusion. The entry object can be connected to its relative words as SUPERC relations. In SONS part, the words referring to "mokuteki" are described, Here the ].ink from ~mokuteki" iN_'syusi" (purpose) and "mokut eki " . Fig.2 
4.Conclusion The world shown in

